The Future of Engineering Communication
iQTeams – Benefits
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One central interface
The systems engineering tool iQUAVIS has merged with the collaboration tool
Microsoft Teams. Implement this new product called iQTeams as the central interface
in your development process. One advantage of this smart merge: you can access the
documentation of all project-related content previously discussed across departments.
Storing project related knowledge smartly
Saving and storing post meeting project related information and decisions is rather
burdensome. Instead of facing such undertakings manually, iQTeams automatically saves all
statements, decisions and comments and puts such into context with the associated system
component. As a result, all relevant information is saved promptly, sustainably, in its logical
place and long term.
Fewer search efforts
Spend significantly less time on conducting elaborate and individual searches as well as on
compiling relevant information: iQTeams stores information in a way that is precise and
also unambiguously linked to its appropriate elements of the development process. Once
you navigate to any particular component of your development process, all its important
information will be immediately available and accessible to you.
Fewer interpretation errors and faster response times
Questions arising about a component of the development process and its history can be
answered comprehensibly and promptly. Because every element of the development
process has all its relevant information attached and thus tells its story. One click (on the
element) and it is all there - complete and transparent! Thus, subsequent tasks can be
identified clearly and tackled right away.
The synergy with Microsoft Teams gives you an intuitive interface
Extent your communication horizon and add the “engineering” dimension by making use
of the synergy between Microsoft Teams and iQUAVIS. You are already familiar with using
the communication tool Microsoft Teams? Great! Its operational method and its integrated
Microsoft products will remain the same. It is simply merged with the intuitive interface of
the modelling tool iQUAVIS.
Conclude your project faster
You will be more efficient thanks to these three capabilities: a) the ability
to save important information automatically and sustainably after they were
put into context b) the ability to reconcile such information directly with the
appropriate component of the development process c) free flowing traceable
communication within the established Microsoft tool MS Teams.
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